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STUCCO:
CEMENT  AGGREGATES  WATER  

MODIFIERS
DURABLE
SANITARY
FIRE RESISTANT
LOW MAINTENANCE
LOW COST
EASILY MADE ATTRACTIVE
PLASTIC WHEN FIRST 
MIXED



TWO TYPES OF 
STUCCO CLADDING

TRADITIONALTRADITIONAL
HARD COAT STUCCO HARD COAT STUCCO 

or One Coat Stuccoor One Coat Stucco

Portland cement 
based
Does not use a 
layer of foam 
insulation, except 
for trim bands
May be covered by 
a synthetic finish, 
paint or plaster.

SYNTHETIC STUCCO SYNTHETIC STUCCO 
EIFS (EIFS (Exterior Insulated Exterior Insulated 

& Finish Systems)& Finish Systems)

May be Portland 
cement based
Uses a layer of 
rigid foam insulation 
board
Covered with a 
synthetic finish



PORTLAND CEMENT STUCCO
Portland cement stucco is also 
called Hard Coat Stucco, One Hard Coat Stucco, One 
Coat StuccoCoat Stucco or Traditional Traditional 
StuccoStucco

Historically, Hard Coat Stucco is 
applied in three separate coats; 
each coat is permitted to cure 
for up to two weeks; final 
thickness averaged from 3/4 to 
2 inches

Stucco application has evolved to 
save time, labor and material; 
the process and blend is called 
One Coat StuccoOne Coat Stucco



ONE COAT STUCCO: : OCSOCS

Custom blend of Portland 
cement, sand, extenders, 
fiber reinforcement & 
modifiers
Designed to save material 
by functioning as an 
exterior cladding in 
thicknesses ranging from 
3/8” to  1-1/2”
Designed to save time & 
labor by reducing the time 
required between trowel 
passes from weeks to only 
days or perhaps hours.



Stucco Product Types
Field Mix DesignField Mix Design

Applicator secures Portland cement, sand, & perhaps lime or 
pulverized limestone & water
Manufacturer may supply optional fibers & liquid modifier 
Total Wall Liquid Acrylic additive and bagged fibersTotal Wall Liquid Acrylic additive and bagged fibers

Bagged ConcentrateBagged Concentrate
Manufacturer supplies dry mix in bag containing Portland 
cement, fibers, lime, limestone, & modifiers
Optional liquid modifier available from manufacturer
Applicator secures sand & water 
Total One Coat ConcentrateTotal One Coat Concentrate

Bagged PreBagged Pre--sanded Designsanded Design
Manufacturer supplies all dry ingredients in bag 
Optional liquid modifier available from manufacturer
Applicator only supply water  
Sometimes, a dry modifier may be in bag, eliminating liquid 
option 
Total One Coat PreTotal One Coat Pre--SandedSanded



TYPICAL FIELD MIX SITETYPICAL FIELD MIX SITE



What is Portland Cement?
A fine gray powder that reacts with water to bind 

aggregates; it is manufactured by grinding to a 
powder a mixture of iron ore, shale or clay, & 
limestone; the powder is then baked in a kiln to dry 
completely; after drying, the product is packaged 
for shipment

A Portland Cement Processing Plant



Portland cement owes both its name and origin to 
Joseph Aspdin, a British stone mason

Aspdin's quest for a manufactured counterpart to 
natural or Roman cement - a crude formulation of lime 
and volcanic ash used as early as 27 BC - led to his 
discovery and patent of Portland cement in 1824

Aspdin heated a mixture of finely powdered limestone 
and clay in a small furnace to produce hydraulic cement 
- one that would harden with the addition of water

He named his invention “Portland cement" not only to 
distinguish it from Roman cement, but also as a 
marketing tool

Concrete made from his new cement resembled a highly 
prized building stone quarried on the Isle of Portland 
off the British coast

History of Portland Cement
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Primary Components of Cement

SiO2..................................................17-27%
Al2O3...................................................3-10%
Fe2O3....................................................0-7%
CaO...................................................57-70%
MgO......................................................0-5%
SO3....................................................1-2.5%
Loss On Ignition.............................0.5-4%
Insoluble Residue...............................0-1%

For the Chemist........



With the 
addition of a 
small amount of 
gypsum, the 
Portland cement 
is ready for 
shipment to 
concrete 
producers and 
then to 
construction 
sites..



Chemical Formulas: Limes & LimestoneChemical Formulas: Limes & Limestone

CaO
Calcium Oxide or Quick Lime

CaO.H2O  also Ca(OH)2 Hydrated Lime 
Mason’s Lime, Slaked Lime, Agricultural Lime

CaO.CO2 also CaCO3 Calcium Carbonate
Limestone, Chalk, Marble, Tums, Oyster Shell
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In a wet stucco mix, about 1/5 of In a wet stucco mix, about 1/5 of 
the water is absorbed in the the water is absorbed in the 

reaction. The balance of the water reaction. The balance of the water 
forms tiny droplets and must find forms tiny droplets and must find 

its way out of the mix.its way out of the mix.
Stucco Mix and Excess Water



The excess water exits the wet The excess water exits the wet 
stucco mix by forming a tiny stucco mix by forming a tiny 

capillaries and pores.capillaries and pores.



The stucco paste cures with The stucco paste cures with 
capillaries in tact into a “hard capillaries in tact into a “hard 
sponge.”  The loss of water sponge.”  The loss of water 

causes shrinkage.causes shrinkage.



Keeping the stucco moist by Keeping the stucco moist by 
damp fogging & use of acrylic damp fogging & use of acrylic 
additive will increase strength additive will increase strength 

and reduce cracking.and reduce cracking.

.



Stresses Due To MovementStresses Due To Movement

Wall

Door



Nature sees areas in regular shapesNature sees areas in regular shapes



Difference in size means difference Difference in size means difference 
in Movementin Movement



Combined stresses at a corner will Combined stresses at a corner will 
generate an angular stressgenerate an angular stress



Nature will relieve the stress with a Nature will relieve the stress with a 
crackcrack



We can relieve the stress by We can relieve the stress by 
installing a control joint.installing a control joint.

Control Joint



Portland 
cement
stucco

Synthetic Finish

Bonding Agent

Moisture Barrier

Trim Accessories

Lath reinforcement

Prime Coat

Acrylic Modifier

Stucco Can Have Optional Components
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Portland 
cement
stucco

Synthetic Finish

Bonding Agent

Moisture Barrier

Trim Accessories
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Prime Coat

Acrylic Modifier

Performance
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Substrate & size 
driven options



SYSTEM COMPONENTSSYSTEM COMPONENTS



SubstrateSubstrate



DensGlass Properly “L”DensGlass Properly “L”--Cut & Cut & 
Fastened at Window CornerFastened at Window Corner



Stucco Installation Over SheathingStucco Installation Over Sheathing

Use a moisture barrier Use a moisture barrier 
Addition of polymer modifier to the Addition of polymer modifier to the 
stucco mix is recommendedstucco mix is recommended
Lath reinforcement requiredLath reinforcement required
Trim accessories requiredTrim accessories required
Joint spacing every 144 sq. ft.Joint spacing every 144 sq. ft.



Raw CMU & Poured Concrete Raw CMU & Poured Concrete 
Should Receive a Trim Should Receive a Trim 

Accessory to Construct a JointAccessory to Construct a Joint

CMUPoured Concrete

Joint Placement



Stucco Installation Over Stucco Installation Over 
Poured ConcretePoured Concrete

Surface Preparation Surface Preparation –– cleaning or cleaning or 
etchingetching
Use a Bonding AgentUse a Bonding Agent
Lath not requiredLath not required
Trim accessories recommendedTrim accessories recommended
Joint spacing increased to 250 sq. ft.Joint spacing increased to 250 sq. ft.



Stucco Installation Over Stucco Installation Over 
Concrete Masonry UnitConcrete Masonry Unit

Surface Preparation Surface Preparation –– cleaningcleaning
Use of Bonding Agent not requiredUse of Bonding Agent not required
Lath not requiredLath not required
Trim accessories recommendedTrim accessories recommended
Joint spacing increased to 250 sq. ft.Joint spacing increased to 250 sq. ft.



PLASTIC COMPONENTS PVC PLASTIC COMPONENTS PVC 
TRIM ACCESSORIESTRIM ACCESSORIES



Installation of Trim Installation of Trim 
Accessories over SheathingAccessories over Sheathing

Accessories may be solid zinc, Accessories may be solid zinc, 
galvanized steel or virgin PVCgalvanized steel or virgin PVC
The ground on the trim accessory will The ground on the trim accessory will 
help gauge the stucco thicknesshelp gauge the stucco thickness
Common accessories include: casing Common accessories include: casing 
bead, control joint, slip joint, and bead, control joint, slip joint, and 
corner beadcorner bead



ACCESSORIESACCESSORIES
Casing Bead Casing Bead –– used at system used at system 
terminations, and set backterminations, and set back--toto--back to back to 
make an expansion joint (available with make an expansion joint (available with 
weeps for drainage at bottom terminationweeps for drainage at bottom termination
Corner Bead Corner Bead –– used to make stronger used to make stronger 
straighter cornersstraighter corners
Control Joint Control Joint –– a single piece accessory a single piece accessory 
used to limit wall panel areasused to limit wall panel areas
----The “ground” or thickness of the accessory The “ground” or thickness of the accessory 

determines stucco thicknessdetermines stucco thickness



Moisture Barriers



TWO MAIN CLASSES OF BARRIERTWO MAIN CLASSES OF BARRIER

1. Sheet-Applied
Polyethylene
Tyvek HouseWrap
StuccoWrap, RainDrop, Weather Trek
Asphalt and tar building papers and 
felts

2. Liquid-Applied
Roller-applied liquid membrane
Trowel-applied liquid membrane



MOISTURE BARRIER LAPPED MOISTURE BARRIER LAPPED 
OVER DENSGLASSOVER DENSGLASS



General Guidelines for Moisture Barrier 
Installation over Sheathing

Proper installation of acceptable sheet-applied 
moisture barrier

1. Recommended – one layer of Tyvek StuccoWrap or 
RainDrop, Weather Trek or two layers of 30 minute 
paper or one layer of 60 minute Grade D paper.

2. Common – one layer of 30 minute Grade D building 
paper acceptable – other specifications may apply.

3. Detailing
a) Avoid over-stapling (6” average spacing)
b) Lap horizontal runs a minimum of 2”
c) Overlap vertical laps a minimum of 6”
d) Properly shingle to work with flashings
e) Use waterproofing tape to seal  barrier at penetrations
f) Run continuously  behind control joints and expansion 

joints



LiquidLiquid--Applied Air/Moisture BarriersApplied Air/Moisture Barriers

May be roller-applied or trowel-applied, 
depending on the manufacturer
May be premixed and ready-to-use, or 
may require addition of Portland cement, 
water or a Part B material, depending on 
the manufacturer
The Total Wall product is a Roller-Applied 
liquid membrane called Total Stop RA.



Typical Application Practices with Typical Application Practices with 
LiquidLiquid--Applied Air/Moisture BarriersApplied Air/Moisture Barriers

Sheathing joints receive a separate 
application of material, including mesh. 
Total Wall only requires mesh if the gap 
is >1/8”.
Waterproofing (bitumen) tapes are used 
to transition to accessories and flanges or 
trims at terminations or penetrations.  
Total Stop RA and mesh may be used 
instead of bitumen tape.



WATER VAPOR TRANSMISSIONWATER VAPOR TRANSMISSION
The Perm Rating of a material describes 
how easily water vapor will pass through
The Perm Rate has nothing to do with 
liquid phase water flow or air flow through 
a material
A material that allows 1 grain of water to 
pass through one square foot of surface 
area in one hour at a pressure differential 
of 1 mm Hg has a Perm Rate of 1 (one);  
a grain of water is 0.002 ounce (about ½ 
a drop)



Perm DefinitionsPerm Definitions

Permeance refers to the Perm Rate of a material 
at a specified thickness. If no thickness is 
specified, the default is 1”.
Current NAHB and ASTM terminology defines any 
material with a Perm Rate of 1 or less as a Vapor 
Retarder.
The IAQA defines any material with a Perm Rate 
of 1 or less as a Vapor Barrier. Any material with a 
Perm Rate between 1 and 10 is defined as a 
Vapor Retarder. A material with 10 or more Perms 
is defined as Breathable. 



Sample Perm RatingsSample Perm Ratings

EIFS (1”)EIFS (1”) 11--3 Perms3 Perms
TyvekTyvek 20 Perms20 Perms
RainDrop WrapRainDrop Wrap 10 Perms10 Perms
DensGlass ½”DensGlass ½” 23 Perms23 Perms
Gypsum Sheathing ½”Gypsum Sheathing ½” 20 Perms20 Perms
Stucco (3/4”)Stucco (3/4”) 15 Perms (typical)15 Perms (typical)
Polyethylene 6 milPolyethylene 6 mil 0.06 Perms0.06 Perms
AirAir 120 Permeance120 Permeance
VinylVinyl--acrylic paint 3 milsacrylic paint 3 mils 8  Perms8  Perms



REINFORCEMENTREINFORCEMENT

Fibers In MixFibers In Mix

Lath and NettingLath and Netting



Types of Metal ReinforcementTypes of Metal Reinforcement
1. Galvanized Stucco Netting

20 Gauge 1” X 1”      woven
17 Gauge !.5” X 1.5” woven
16 Gauge 2” X 2”      welded

2. Galvanized Diamond Lath
1.7 Pound
2.5 pound
3.4 pound

3. Options
Self Furring
Paper-backed



SELFSELF--FURRING 2.5 LB. FURRING 2.5 LB. 
GALVANIZED LATH OVER 30 LB. GALVANIZED LATH OVER 30 LB. 
FELT, DENSGLASS SHEATHING & FELT, DENSGLASS SHEATHING & 
14 GA. METAL FRAMING 16” O.C.14 GA. METAL FRAMING 16” O.C.



Lath Installation Over Lath Installation Over 
SheathingSheathing

Lath shall be installed with the long Lath shall be installed with the long 
dimension at right angles to the dimension at right angles to the 
supportssupports
Lath sections shall be lapped a Lath sections shall be lapped a 
minimum of 2”minimum of 2”
Lath edges shall fully cover accessory Lath edges shall fully cover accessory 
flangesflanges
Where laps occur between framing Where laps occur between framing 
attachments on nonattachments on non--screwable screwable 
sheathing, wire tie laps with 0.0475 sheathing, wire tie laps with 0.0475 
galvanized annealed steel wire.galvanized annealed steel wire.



Lath Installation Over Lath Installation Over 
Sheathing continued…Sheathing continued…

Lath shall not be continuous through Lath shall not be continuous through 
joints joints 
Use proper length corrosion resistant Use proper length corrosion resistant 
fastener and plate at a target density of 1 fastener and plate at a target density of 1 
per square foot. Penetrate wood at least per square foot. Penetrate wood at least 
5/8” and metal studs by 3/8”5/8” and metal studs by 3/8”
Recommended Recommended –– Screw head and plate Screw head and plate 
engage at least three strands of lathengage at least three strands of lath



Bonding AgentsBonding Agents
Bonding agents are used over dense 

concrete ahead of stucco application.

Acrylic bonding agents have a very short 
window of time (~5 minutes) from the 
time they are applied to the time the 
stucco is applied. 
Other bonding agents have a larger time 
window (1 day to 2 weeks), but vary 
greatly in effectiveness and water 
resistance.      



Stucco direct applied over Stucco direct applied over 
masonry masonry –– bond failurebond failure



ONE COAT STUCCO APPLIED OVER A ONE COAT STUCCO APPLIED OVER A 
LIQUID ACRYLIC BONDING PRIMER LIQUID ACRYLIC BONDING PRIMER 
ON POURED CONCRETE MASONRYON POURED CONCRETE MASONRY



Acrylic ModifiersAcrylic Modifiers

Acrylic Modifiers are used to improve 
strength, improve water resistance 
and reduce cracking.  
They are liquids and replace a portion 
of the mix water during field mixing.      
Total Wall Liquid Acrylic Additive.



Prime CoatPrime Coat

A prime coat is applied over the stucco 
base (brown coat) ahead of a synthetic 
finish coat.  
The prime coat is usually a water based 
acrylic paint or elastomeric coating 
designed to help with water resistance.
Use of a prime coat can significantly lower 
the perm rate of the stucco system.  This is 
undesirable in some circumstances 
because it can tend to trap water in the 
wall system. 



Finishing StuccoFinishing Stucco

Textured synthetic finish (best choice 
and most common)
Roller-applied elastomeric coating
Portland cement stucco finish 
(optional tint)
Exposed aggregate



SYNTHETICSYNTHETIC FINISH APPLIED FINISH APPLIED 
OVER ONE COAT STUCCOOVER ONE COAT STUCCO



TINTED STUCCO FINISH OVER TINTED STUCCO FINISH OVER 
ONE COAT STUCCOONE COAT STUCCO



What if The Stucco System is What if The Stucco System is 
not installed properly?not installed properly?

Proper installation must focus on the 
detailing at doors and windows and other 
penetrations.
Window head flashing is used where 
possible.
Proper installation of a good sealant is 
critical.
Flashing must be used at roof kick-outs.
Deck flashing with end dams is important.
Proper use of control joints and expansion 
joints to reduce cracking is important.



Percentage of Damaged Percentage of Damaged 
Areas by Inspection Areas by Inspection 

ElementsElements
45%     Windows
30%     Kickouts
10%     Decks
6%       Projections/Enhancements
4%       Chimneys
3%       Doors
2%       Miscellaneous penetrations



Floor line cracksFloor line cracks--no diverterno diverter



DiverterDiverter



Properly installed flashingProperly installed flashing



Proper fillet style joint bonded Proper fillet style joint bonded 
to base coat with bond breakerto base coat with bond breaker



One coat stucco applied One coat stucco applied 
directly over raw CMUdirectly over raw CMU



Detailing GuidelinesDetailing Guidelines

Expansion joints are installed at floor lines in wood frame 
construction, intersection of dissimilar materials, &
thru-wall joints exits in the structure

Control joints are installed to limit panel size to 144 sq. ft.
& panel length to width ratio 2.5:1

Control joints are installed at natural stress points, such 
as window & door corners

Isolation joints are constructed around all exposed 
penetrations

Flashing is installed at all primary kickouts, deck ledger 
boards, window & door heads



One Coat Stucco (OCS) and One Coat Stucco (OCS) and 
Traditional Hard Coat Stucco Traditional Hard Coat Stucco 

Reference SourcesReference Sources

Project documentsProject documents
Manufacturer specificationsManufacturer specifications
Adopted code requirementsAdopted code requirements
Industry Guidelines Industry Guidelines 



Reference SourcesReference Sources
ASTM

C1063 Standard Spec for Lathing
C926   Spec for Application of Portland 
cement-based Plaster
C933   Spec for Welded Wire Lath
C1032 Spec for Woven Wire Netting
C847   Spec for Metal Lath

Portland Cement Association 
Plaster/Stucco Manual EB049
American Concrete Institute Guide to 
Portland Cement Plastering ACI 52R-93
NWCB Stucco Resource Guide



Additional OCS Reference Sources Additional OCS Reference Sources 
continued…continued…

National One Coat Stucco Assoc.  
www.nocsa.org
Texas Lathing & Plaster Assoc.  
www.tlpca.org
Carolinas’ Lathing & Plastering Cont. 
Assoc. www.clapca.org
Georgia Lathing & Plastering Contractors 
Assoc. www.glpca.com
Minnesota Lath & Plastering Bureau  
www.mnlath-plaster.com
National Concrete Masonry Association 
www.ncma.org



Hard Coat Stucco over Wood Hard Coat Stucco over Wood 
SheathingSheathing



Total Wall DryTotal Wall Dry--Lock Stucco Lock Stucco 
SystemSystem



Stucco Over ConcreteStucco Over Concrete



ONE COAT STUCCOONE COAT STUCCO

HIGH RISEHIGH RISE

SUBSTRATESSUBSTRATES
CMUCMU
DENSGLASS DENSGLASS 
CONCRETECONCRETE

Synthetic Synthetic 
FinishFinish



ONE COAT STUCCOONE COAT STUCCO

ResidentialResidential

SUBSTRATESSUBSTRATES
CMUCMU
Sheathing Sheathing 
ConcreteConcrete

Synthetic Synthetic 
FinishFinish



SUMMARYSUMMARY
1.1. Stucco is a Portland cementStucco is a Portland cement--based plaster exterior based plaster exterior 

cladding system.cladding system.
2.2. “One Coat Stucco” is a type of stucco that requires “One Coat Stucco” is a type of stucco that requires 

less cure time between coats, but otherwise follows less cure time between coats, but otherwise follows 
the same application rules as traditional stucco.the same application rules as traditional stucco.

3.3. Optional Components, such as metal lath, bonding Optional Components, such as metal lath, bonding 
agents, control joints, and moisture barriers, are agents, control joints, and moisture barriers, are 
incorporated into the stucco system based on incorporated into the stucco system based on 
substrate and performance requirements.substrate and performance requirements.

4.4. Proper detailing of the stucco system is critical.Proper detailing of the stucco system is critical.
5.5. The stucco system may be finished a number of The stucco system may be finished a number of 

ways.  A full synthetic textured finish typically ways.  A full synthetic textured finish typically 
produces the best aesthetics with superior produces the best aesthetics with superior 
performance. performance. 


